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Abstract--One of the most interesting domains of future Internet applications will be located in the area of electronic commerce, where online products and services are offered. Products of value are accounted by monetary transactions, involving a bank or credit card service to handle the electronic cash flow. To achieve a reliable and consistent flow of information in these applications, the concept of transactions has been proven to be the right choice. With the standardization of Transaction Internet Protocol (TIP) there is now a protocol available for the synchronization of distributed Internet applications dealing with transactions.

In this paper, we give a detailed overview of TIP and how it can be integrated in electronic commerce applications on the WWW. We have implemented the current version of TIP (3.0) in Java. Based on this TIP implementation we developed an electronic shopping mall application for the usage in the WWW.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The future development of the Internet strongly depends on the commercial profit that can be achieved with new applications and services. Currently, most companies using Internet and WWW technologies are restricted to services like advertising and support, but they cannot achieve real profit from Internet business applications. However, the most interesting area of future Internet applications will be located in the area of electronic commerce, where online products and services are offered. Products of value are accounted by monetary transactions, involving a bank or credit card service to handle the electronic cash flow. To achieve a reliable and consistent flow of information in distributed systems, the concept of transactions has been proven to be the right choice. Transactions offer all of the mechanisms needed for exchanging information of value, such as the data and cash transferred in electronic commerce applications. The drawback of transaction processing is the lack of a common protocol with which distributed nodes synchronize their activities. The protocols used for this purpose are either proprietary, or they are bound to a specific network architecture or middleware platform.

With the standardization of Transaction Internet Protocol (TIP) there is now a protocol available for the synchronization of distributed Internet applications dealing with transactions. The advantages of TIP are that it is fully integrated in the Internet protocol suite and that it can easily be implemented, resulting in compact code for the protocol state machine.

These advantages make TIP ideally suited for electronic commerce applications on the WWW. The protocol integration results in easy access to TIP messages from WWW browsers, in the same way as it is possible today for protocols like FTP and telnet. The small footprint paves the way for integration of TIP in Java applets and WWW scripts, where small code sizes are necessary to keep download time acceptable to users.

In this paper, we present TIP and how it can be integrated in electronic commerce applications on the WWW. To achieve this goal, we have implemented the current version of TIP (3.0) in Java. We defined an API which allows other applications the usage of TIP functionalities in a consistent manner. This API is currently available for Java, but it can be ported to other programming languages as well. In Section II we introduce transaction processing in the Internet and the TIP standard. Also, we give an overview of the API specification for TIP.

As an application on top of our TIP implementation, we present in Section III the architecture of a WWW shopping mall which allows the user to buy various components from different vendors in one transaction. We developed an application for buying PC components (e.g. processor, motherboard, RAM) from different vendors. The shopping mall application is implemented as a Java applet, so it can be downloaded by the user. We compare our approach with other shopping mall applications on the WWW. Section IV concludes this paper, giving an outlook on future directions of transaction based electronic commerce applications based on transactions.

II. TRANSACTION PROCESSING IN THE INTERNET

The usage of transactions [1] is a very popular concept for the management of large data collections. Transactions guarantee the consistency of data records when multiple users or processes perform concurrent operations on them. In general, the properties of transactions are known as the ACID properties (Atomicity, an indivisible set of opera-
tions; Consistency is guaranteed for the data; Isolation of parallel data access in different transactions; Durability, the results are stored permanently or completely rejected) [9]. The access of distributed resources, e.g. databases on different computers, within a transaction is called a distributed transaction. To commit the result, the peers involved in a distributed transaction usually communicate via the two-phase-commit protocol (2PC).

A. Middleware Support for Transaction Processing
In the last few years the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [16] of the Object Management Group (OMG) has become the most important platform for communication and development of applications in heterogeneous distributed systems. The OMG has specified several object services, such as naming and timing services, for CORBA. One of these services is the Object Transaction Service (OTS) [17] for object-oriented distributed transaction processing.

The OMG also defined a language mapping for Java [18] and there already exist several CORBA implementations for Java, e.g. OrbixWeb from IONA [11]. Additionally, Sun Microsystems published a mapping of OTS to Java, the Java Transaction Service (JTS) [15]. Unfortunately, there exists only a specification and no full reference implementation.

There are also first experiences and implementations using transaction processing on the Internet [3] from DIGITAL. The TP Internet Server combines DIGITAL’s transaction processing software ACMSxp [4] and the AltaVista tunneling products [5]. These approaches have in common that they are bound to a specific transaction processing system of a specific vendor. It is not possible to extend and to integrate these closed systems with other transaction processing systems and products without additional work, such as implementing a bridge or a gateway [12]. For example, different OTS conformant implementations like OrbTP from Bull [2] and M3/OTM from BEA Systems [7] cannot directly interoperate.

B. Transaction Internet Protocol
The most interesting approach for transaction processing in the Internet is the recently published Transaction Internet Protocol (TIP) by Microsoft and Tandem [13]. Currently, TIP version 3.0 has the status of a proposed standard at the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and is distributed as the Request for Comments (RFC) 2371.

Based on the publicly accessible reference implementation of TIP version 1.0 in Java [20], we implemented the actual version 3.0 including the multiplexing approach but without the Transport Layer Security (TLS) [21].

TIP supports the one-phase and two-phase commit protocols and is based on TCP/IP. For every node involved in a transaction, a separate TCP/IP connection will be established. Because TIP makes use of the end-to-end communication mechanisms of TCP/IP like timeouts, the implementation is rather simple and easy to extend for special purposes like agent communication and migration [23]. The main objective of TIP lays in the definition of state machines for the node involved in a transaction in order to achieve a common state of the whole transactional connection.

TIP uses a two-pipe model, where transaction synchronization massages and the application messages are separated. The peer-to-peer communication for synchronization between the transaction managers using TIP is session-oriented. It is possible to multiplex different transactions over one TIP connection between two transaction managers. On the other hand, the applications can communicate with other protocols or paradigms, e.g. Java-RMI, or CORBA.

1) Pushing and pulling model
TIP distinguishes two models, pushing and pulling a transaction, for propagating a transaction between two nodes. Figure 1 illustrates the pushing mechanism, where the transaction manager (TM) of the initiating node propagates a transaction identifier to a node participating to the transaction, before any resource managers (RM) residing on that node become involved.

Figure 1: Push model

In contrast to this approach in the pulling model illustrated in Figure 2, the client addresses a resource on a remote node, which then demands a new transaction identifier from its transaction manager. This transaction manager now pulls the identifier from the initiating node. In both cases the party that opens the TCP/IP connection for TIP is called the primary node, the responding party is the secondary node.
2) Commands and responses

Communication in TIP is based on a command-response protocol. The primary sends a command and the secondary can select a response related to the command. TIP defines commands either pertaining to a connection (IDENTIFY, MULTIPLEX, TLS) or to a transaction (ABORT, BEGIN, COMMIT, PREPARE, PULL, PUSH, QUERY, RECONNECT). For example a secondary can response to a PREPARE command with PREPARED, ABORTED, READONLY or ERROR. As is usual in Internet protocols, messages in TIP are defined as plain ASCII strings with valid ASCII characters from 32 to 127.

3) States

The protocol defines several states in which a node can reside; for each state a subset of protocol commands is allowed to perform a transition into another state. Figure 3 illustrates the various states. It is important to understand that these are states of the connection and not states of the transaction.

All commands which are invalid in the current state result in a transition into the ERROR state. The error state can also be reached by sending an ERROR response command. Enhancements of TIP to the ordinary 2PC protocol are the possibility of reconnecting a previously disrupted connection and, in version 3.0 of TIP, it is possible to multiplex transactions over a single TCP/IP connection.

Transactions are identified in TIP by transaction identifiers. A transaction identifier can be any valid ASCII string; it is not specified how it has to be constructed. The IDs of other transaction processing systems can be propagated to nodes which are involved in a transaction using TIP if they can be represented in or transformed to ASCII notation.

C. API Specification for TIP

In [6] an API for the communication between application programs and transaction monitors is specified. The trans-
action monitors in this model are supposed to be TIP-aware, i.e. they have a built-in TIP protocol machine. The API and its integration into the TIP two-pipe model described in the previous section are shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: API between an application and a TIP-TM and its integration in the two-pipe model](image)

The drawback of this solution is that the TM must be aware on a specific TIP implementation. To be completely independent from the TIP version or implementation, an additional API is necessary between the TM and the TIP state machine (SM), as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6: Our API between TIP state machine implementation and TM](image)

Our investigations have shown that the best solution for this API is a specification similar to the XA+ interface defined by X/Open [25]. This offers the possibility that TIP can be used by a wide range of transaction managers that can "talk" XA. Our API specification for the TIP state machine is now closely related to the function calls of XA+. Thus, a transaction manager can use different TIP implementations. They need not to be aware which version is supported by the state machine implementation. Additionally, if the application uses the X/Open TX interface [22] to communicate with the transaction manager, only marginal changes are necessary to use existing transaction managers. With this API the transaction managers do not have to be TIP-aware.

### III. TIP-BASED SHOPPING MALL

TIP is well suited as an underlying coordination protocol for many new distributed Web applications. To demonstrate the feasibility of transaction processing with TIP and the possibility of integrating transaction processing in WWW technology, we developed and implemented an architecture for an electronic shopping mall [19] using TIP. As a sample application we chose a scenario where different vendors of hardware and software components are collected in an electronic shopping mall with a common WWW interface to the user. A client of the system can configure her new computer by choosing parts from different vendors, and then purchase the whole computer system in one transaction. Before the purchase, it is necessary to consult the individual vendors to lock the components if they are in stock. If all computer components are available the purchase can be initiated. It is necessary to combine those individual business affairs in one transaction for this example, since it does not make sense to buy a specific motherboard if the corresponding CPU from a different vendor is not available anymore.

#### A. Architecture of the Shopping Mall Implementation

In our shopping mall we combine various common techniques and protocols, which we extend to a valuable application infrastructure. Figure 7 illustrates the overall architecture and the protocols that are used for communication.

![Figure 7: Electronic shopping mall architecture, data flow in a purchase transaction](image)

The architecture of our shopping mall represents a typical three-tier-system. As a front-end tier (that site close to the user, shown on the right side of Figure 7), we use a Web browser with Java capabilities. This thin client downloads the shopping mall Web page with an applet for navigation and presentation to the user. The servers operated by the different vendors presenting their products and the bank server for the payment are located in the back-end tier, close to the data resources (the left side of Figure 7). The middle tier (center of Figure 7) consists of the shopping mall server containing a WWW server and the mall application. This server is responsible for routing and controlling the work between the front end and the back end.

The numbers in Figure 7 represent the typical steps that are performed during a purchase transaction:

- The WWW server at the shopping mall offers a standard interface, i.e. Web pages with a reference to a Java applet for the clients. With the shopping mall Web page a small applet is downloaded via HTTP to the client and is executed within the client’s HTML browser.
The applet allows the client to walk through the virtual shopping mall. In addition to the flexible presentation of the products, such as a simple picture or video presentation, the applet can contain a shopping agent who assists the client while shopping, e.g. help finding the right combination of motherboard and CPU. After the customer has selected all components of her new computer, she triggers the order and the payment by calling a method at the mall application via RMI.

For each order, the mall application creates a new branch object which runs in its own thread. These objects are the originator of a transaction and start this transaction by calling the transaction manager with a `begin_transaction(..)` method. Although the transaction synchronization is always performed using TIP, the call of resources on the servers can be made with any protocol due to the two-pipe model of TIP. For our example, the RMI protocol is used here, since all components of our model are realized in Java.

Additional servers can be included as necessary in the transaction by request of a vendor or the mall application, such as the bank server in our example. Depending on the originator of such an extension, the tree of distributed transactional nodes can become a chain of hosts, a tree of depth one as in the example shown, or any intermediate form. All these kinds of transaction trees can be supported with TIP.

After performing all ordering and purchase actions, the mall application closes the transaction using the 2PC protocol with TIP. Depending on the result of all votes, the servers now can update their database and initiate the shipment of the ordered products.

The shopping mall Web server and the mall application have to be located on the same machine, because a Java applet can only open an RMI connection to the server from which it was downloaded. This fact is determined by the sandbox principle of Java; for security reasons, an RMI connection cannot be opened to an arbitrary server.

B. Pushing and Pulling a Transaction

In the current version of the mall implementation we use the push model for propagating the transaction. The mall application acts as the primary, pushing the transaction to the different vendors, which are the secondaries of the transaction.

In our scenario the mall application is the coordinator of the transaction. In some cases it might be useful to bring the client into the transaction, e.g. a card reader which debits money from an electronic purse. In this case, the client uses the pull mechanism for propagating the transaction. The mall application is again the primary, coordinating the transaction, and can now propagate the transaction using the push model to the various vendors. This example demonstrates how to use the different models for propagating a transaction and how to combine them.

C. Advantages of our Architecture

Web-based shopping malls in practice are realized in various forms. One common aspect is that nearly all of them are on closed systems where transaction processing takes place only at one node, so the need for a distributed transaction control protocol is not necessary [14]. Even if the shopping mall server is physically distributed on several hosts, the transaction synchronization can be carried out with proprietary database protocols, or with standardized solutions like OTS on top of a CORBA platform.

The advantage of using TIP for transaction monitoring lies in the fact that it is independent of a specific base infrastructure and middleware platform. The system becomes open for the integration of heterogeneous server architectures, with no base technology in common except that they are connected via the Internet or a similar network. All other forms of distributed transaction processing rely on a specific architecture. For example, for OTS, a CORBA platform must be installed on every server involved.

IV. Conclusion and Future Directions

TIP is a very interesting approach to achieve reliability and fault tolerance for Internet applications. Because TIP is a standardized protocol of the IETF, there now exists the ability to synchronize distributed Internet applications dealing with transactions. TIP is not bound to a specific transaction processing system; it can be used as an interoperability protocol. There already exists an approach for interworking OTS and the Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS) using TIP [24].

In this paper we gave a detailed overview of TIP and how it can be integrated into a WWW application. Based on our implementation of TIP version 3.0 in Java, we developed an electronic shopping mall. As a sample application for our shopping mall an user can buy components of a computer at different vendors. A purchase take place only if all chosen components are available.

In our opinion TIP has the potential to become the basis for the next generation of transaction processing. The definition of an API to access TIP in a standardized manner from applications will be an important step in this direction. One future enhancement for electronic commerce applications based on TIP is the integration of the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol [21]. TLS is an addendum to the TCP/IP stack and protects communication against bugging or modification. TLS evolved from other network layer security mechanisms like Secure Socket Layer (SSL) [8] by Netscape, and other proprietary solutions. For the moment, TLS is still in its specification phase. There is no implementation for TLS available, since the protocol is not standardized yet.

Together with TIP, which provides a reliable synchronization between distributed nodes in a transaction, TLS offers confidential communication between distributed nodes. Both attributes are the two major security demands for electronic commerce applications in open and heterogeneous environments like the Internet. If they can be fulfilled,
electronic commerce applications will have a promising future.
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